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About This Game

40% DEVELOPMENT DISCOUNT - 40% OFF UNTIL ALL BUGS ARE IRONED OUT AND FEATURES ARE
FINISHED

DISCLAIMER

Please understand the game is still in early access. Features may not be fully functional and content may be missing. Don't buy
the game unless you understand this and are prepared to handle the possible issues.

The game is not supposed to be archaeologically accurate. Saving is not yet implemented.

GAME

Play as a survivor in a land where dinosaurs are alive and roaming around the land. Collect supplies such as wood and stone,
defend yourself from the creatures roaming around or hunt them for food if needed. Crafting and building are also available,

but are not main mechanics.
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FEATURES

•Open World
•Survival

•Building and Crafting
•Different species of dinosaurs
•Inventory and items to collect

•Weather
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Title: Jurassic Survival
Genre: Adventure, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Technical Entertainment
Publisher:
Technical Entertainment
Release Date: 1 Aug, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista, 7, 8 or 10

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo @ 2 GHz or higher

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GTX 560 or higher

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 250 MB available space

English
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it is not at all what you hope for even the dinos there are pasiv in natur wil attack you. Harambe didn't die to see us live in a
world with this♥♥♥♥♥♥to play. I do recommend this game, but not at full price. It has a looong way to go to reach any where
near the quality of some survival games like Savage Lands.

I played Jurassic Survival for several hours and it does have great potential, and it obviously is still in the Alpha stage. I would
recommend that all creatures that are killed should have an inventory system instead of dropping bags all over the place. Once
killed, select target, transfere resources from monster inventory to your own. once you click out of monster, then the Dinosaur
disappears. . . Savage Lands has a similar system. . . And there is a reason for that. . .>

I find it annoying that even after killing the Dinosaur, the body remains and if you are by the hut and the bodies start piling up,
they tend to block the hut and you cannot get back in, or get out. I created a stone axe and I still cannot cut down trees even
when it was recommended by the game.

There is no save for the game, or at least I did not find a save option and that too is annoying when you have to start all over
again. There are some issues to work out and a lot of improvements to be made. . . but it has potential.. it is not at all what you
hope for even the dinos there are pasiv in natur wil attack you. Honestly - any good reviews must be paid. I'm all for new
dinosaur games and it takes a lot for me to hate on one but this... is trash. It's pre-pre-pre-alpha. There's nothing to do aside from
some very basic crafting and to jab some Unity store "dinosaurs" until they pop out bags of leather\/meat.
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https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=hJt0GKWOU8k

Has potential, but in its current state still very early alpha. keep an eye on it. https:\/\/youtu.be\/htY1Qs1ssZ4

This is far from done, very early alpha. I would like to see an alternative to Ark but this is not it(yet maybe). There are issues
with hit detection, body collision. Player movement is tad off. All these things can be changed.. I would say save your money
unless you want to help develop something.. NEEDS SAVE FEATURE!! TOO HARD, HOW DO I GET LOGS?!. I do
recommend this game, but not at full price. It has a looong way to go to reach any where near the quality of some survival games
like Savage Lands.

I played Jurassic Survival for several hours and it does have great potential, and it obviously is still in the Alpha stage. I would
recommend that all creatures that are killed should have an inventory system instead of dropping bags all over the place. Once
killed, select target, transfere resources from monster inventory to your own. once you click out of monster, then the Dinosaur
disappears. . . Savage Lands has a similar system. . . And there is a reason for that. . .>

I find it annoying that even after killing the Dinosaur, the body remains and if you are by the hut and the bodies start piling up,
they tend to block the hut and you cannot get back in, or get out. I created a stone axe and I still cannot cut down trees even
when it was recommended by the game.

There is no save for the game, or at least I did not find a save option and that too is annoying when you have to start all over
again. There are some issues to work out and a lot of improvements to be made. . . but it has potential.. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hJt0GKWOU8k

Has potential, but in its current state still very early alpha. keep an eye on it. As fun as a blank dvd. I like the gameplay itself
BUT, I can't save the game. How do you save the game?

Another problem is that, when I went out of my house for a while, and came again, two Raptors appeared and begun to attack
me, I killed both but the problem is that their corpses stood in front of my door and I couldn't get out to find resources.

Their bodies never dissappeared so I had to quit and join again but nothing was saved.

Anyone knows how to save?

This game is a fraud.. I can tell this game is trying to be an alternative to Ark Survival Evolved, but it has a really long way to go
before even getting close. I didn't play for very long, but even with my short time with it I can safely say I can't recommend this
game in its current state at its current price.

I know the developer is still working on it, but I have to review it for what it is now and not for what we hope it will be in the
future.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uL1G3tOprCo
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